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Abstract

Incorporating automatic speech recognition (ASR) in individualized speech training applications is becoming more viable thanks to the improved generalization capabilities of neural network-based acoustic models. The main problem in developing applications for dysarthric speech is the relative in-domain data scarcity. Collecting representative amounts of dysarthric speech data is difficult due to rigorous ethical and medical permission requirements, problems in accessing patients who are generally vulnerable and often subject to altering health conditions and, last but not least, the high variability in speech resulting from different pathological conditions. Developing such applications is even more challenging for languages which in general have fewer resources, fewer speakers and, consequently, also fewer patients than English, as in the case of a mid-sized language like Dutch. In this paper, we investigate a multi-stage deep neural network (DNN) training scheme aimed at obtaining better modeling of dysarthric speech by using only a small amount of in-domain training data. The results show that the system employing the proposed training scheme considerably improves the recognition of Dutch dysarthric speech compared to a baseline system with single-stage training only on a large amount of normal speech or a small amount of in-domain data. 
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1. Introduction

Speech disorders caused by neuromuscular control problems [1] like dysarthria can reduce speech intelligibility and cause communication impairment [2]. This can negatively affect the life quality of dysarthric patients [3] who run the risk of losing social contact and eventually becoming isolated from society. Recent research has shown that intensive therapy can be effective in (speech) motor rehabilitation [4–7]. Conventional speech therapy provided by a speech therapist is costly. Recent developments show that therapy can be provided by employing computer-assisted speech training systems [8]. According to the outcomes of the efficacy tests presented in [9], user satisfaction towards such a system appears to be quite high. However, most of these systems are not yet capable of automatically detecting problems at the level of individual speech sounds, which are known to have an impact on speech intelligibility [10–14]. Our goal is to develop more robust acoustic models for pathological speech and incorporate automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology to detect these problems.

Despite long-lasting efforts to build speaker- and text-independent ASR systems for people with dysarthria, the performance of state-of-the-art systems is still considerably lower on this type of speech than on normal speech. Past ASR experiments on dysarthric speech mostly included GMM-HMM systems [15–20]. More recently Lee et al. [21] reported ASR performance on Cantonese aphasic speech and disordered voice. A generic DNN-HMM system provided significant improvements on disordered voice and minor improvements on aphasic speech compared to a GMM-HMM system. Takashima et al. [22] proposed a new feature extraction scheme using convolutional bottleneck networks for dysarthric speech recognition.

Training robust deep neural networks (DNN)-based acoustic models to capture the within- and between-speaker variation in dysarthric speech is generally not feasible due to the limited size and structure of existing pathological speech databases. The number of recordings in dysarthric speech databases is much smaller compared to that in normal speech databases. Moreover, these databases mostly contain very restricted speech tasks such as reading out word and sentence lists with varying linguistic complexity.

To remedy the data scarcity problem, [23] combined in-domain and out-of-domain English speech data to train DNNs for improved feature extraction. In previous work [24], we described a similar solution to train a better DNN-hidden Markov model (HMM) system for the Dutch language, a language that has fewer speakers and resources compared to English. In particular, we investigated combining non-dysarthric speech data from different varieties of the Dutch language to train more reliable acoustic models for a DNN-HMM ASR system. This work was conducted in the framework of the CHASING project\(^1\), in which a serious game employing ASR is being developed to provide additional speech therapy to dysarthric patients. In this research we employed a 6-hour Dutch dysarthric speech database that had been collected in a previous project (EST) [25]. The serious game developed in the CHASING project also serves as a useful data collection tool for pathological speech research. The dysarthric speech material recently collected during the CHASING field studies, which we refer to as the CHASING01 speech database, is used for testing, while the EST database is employed for training purposes.

In the present work, we apply a multi-stage DNN training procedure using a large amount of out-of-domain and a small amount of in-domain data. A two-stage version of this training procedure has been applied to multilingual training of DNNs which is commonly used to obtain acoustic models for under-resourced languages [26, 27]. In these studies, considerable improvements have been reported on both low- and high-resourced languages thanks to the hidden layers trained on multiple languages.

In the first stage of the training, we train models on normal Dutch and Flemish speech, which has been shown to provide improved recognition of dysarthric speech compared to training on only one variety [24]. The background model obtained in the first stage is retrained on normal and adult Dutch speech only for language adaptation and the EST dysarthric speech database is used for domain adaptation in subsequent training stages. The final models are then applied to the recently collected dysarthric speech data from the CHASING01 database.

\(^{1}\)http://hstrik.ruhosting.nl/chasing/
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the DNN training scheme applied in this paper. Section 3 explains the selection of various speech corpora for the proposed training scheme. The experimental setup is described in Section 4 and the recognition results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Multi-stage DNN training

The DNN training applied in this paper is organized in multiple steps. In the first step, a background DNN is trained on large quantities of normal speech data. The amount of training data used during the initial training phase can be increased by including speech data from different speaker groups such as normally speaking elderly people and children. In the following step, the layers of this DNN are retrained using only speech data that resembles the target speech, e.g., using Dutch dysarthric speech and/or Dutch elderly speech. The aim of the second step is to tune the DNN on dysarthric speech as this is the type of speech to be recognized.

We have investigated multiple parameters that may influence the accuracy of the final model, such as the number of retrained layers and the learning rate. Moreover, various types of speech data have been used to explore their impact on the modeling accuracy of the final DNN model. Normal speech has been used due to its abundance compared to other deviant speech types. Since the majority of dysarthric speakers are older than 50, elderly speech data is also relevant in this scenario. Finally, normal speech data from a related variety of Dutch, namely Flemish, is included to obtain the background model.

Using speech data from different language varieties led to a mild improvement in recognition accuracy in a previous study [24]. Since both varieties share the phonetic alphabet, we learn several hidden layers and a softmax layer on both varieties with the aim of learning more reliable hidden layers. The following section continues this paper by describing the speech corpora that have been used during the experiments.

3. Speech corpora selection

Given the limited availability of dysarthric speech data, we investigate to what extent already existing databases of Dutch normal speech can be employed to train DNNs and optimize their performance on dysarthric speech. There have been multiple Dutch-Flemish speech data collection efforts [28, 29] which facilitate the integration of both Dutch and Flemish data in the present research. For training purposes, we used the CGN corpus [28], which contains representative collections of contemporary standard Dutch as spoken by adults in the Netherlands and Flanders. Considering that the high median age in our database of dysarthric speech is 66.5 years, we have also included elderly speech data from the JASMIN corpus [29] to the Dutch normal speech in the training phase.

The EST Dutch dysarthric speech database [25] contains dysarthric speech from ten patients with Parkinson’s Disease (PD), four patients who have had a Cerebral Vascular Accident (CVA), one patient who suffered Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and one patient having dysarthria due to a birth defect. Based on the meta-information, the age of the speakers is in the range of 34 to 75 years with a median of 66.5 years. The level of dysarthria varies from mild to moderate. The dysarthric speech collection for this database was achieved in several experimental contexts. The speech tasks presented to the patients in these contexts consist of numerous word and sentence lists with varying linguistic complexity. The database includes 12 Semantically Unpredictable Sentences (SUSs) with 6- and 13-word declarative sentences, 12 6-word interrogative sentences, 13 Plomp and Mimpem sentences, 5 short texts, 30 sentences with /l/, /p/ and /k/ in initial position and unstressed syllable, 15 sentences with /a/, /e/ and /o/ in unstressed syllables, production of 3 individual vowels /l/, /e/ and /o/, 15 bisyllabic words with /l/, /p/ and /k/ in initial position and unstressed syllable and 25 words with alternating vowel-consonant composition (CVC, CVCCVCC, etc.).

As mentioned above, for testing purposes we use the CHASING01 dysarthric speech database that was recently collected in the first stage of the CHASING project. This database contains speech of 5 patients who participated in speech training experiments and were tested at 6 different times during the treatment. For each set of audio files, the following material was collected: 12 SUSs, 30 /l/, /p/, /k/ sentences in which the first syllable of the last word is unstressed and starts with /l/, /p/ or /k/, 15 vowel sentences with the vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/ in stressed syllables, appeltaarttekst (apple cake recipe) in 5 parts. Utterances that deviated from the reference text due to pronunciation errors (e.g. restarts, repeats, hesitations, etc.) were removed. After this subselection, the utterances from 3 male patients remained and were included in the test set. These speakers are 67, 62 and 59 years old, two of them having PD and the third having had a CVA.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Database details

The CGN components with read speech, spontaneous conversations, interviews and discussions were used for acoustic model training. The duration of the normal Flemish (FL) and northern Dutch (NL) speech data used for training is 186.5 and 255 hours, respectively. The combined training data (Nor. FL+NL) contains 441.5 hours in total. The total duration of the elderly speech recordings in the JASMIN database (Eld. NL) is 10 hours and 10 minutes.

The EST Dutch dysarthric speech database (Dys. NL) contains 6 hours and 16 minutes of dysarthric speech material from 16 speakers [25]. The speech segments with pronunciation errors (e.g. restarts, repeats, hesitations, etc.) were excluded from the training set to maintain integrity of the results on ASR performance evaluation. Additionally, the segments including a single word and pseudoword were also excluded, since the sentence reading tasks are more relevant in our project context. The total duration of the dysarthric speech data eventually selected for training is 4 hours and 47 minutes.

The CHASING01 speech database, which was used for testing, contains 721 utterances (6231 words) with corresponding manual transcriptions that match the reference text. The total duration of this speech data is 55 minutes.

4.2. Implementation Details

The recognition experiments were performed using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [30]. A standard feature extraction scheme was used by applying Hamming windowing with a frame length of 25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. A conventional context-dependent GMM-HMM system with 40k Gaussians and 5925 triphone states was trained on the 39-dimensional MFCC features including the deltas and delta-deltas. We also trained a GMM-HMM system on the LDA-MLLT features, followed by training models with speaker adaptive training using FMLLR features.
This system was used to obtain the state alignments required for DNN training.

The DNNs with 6 hidden layers and 2048 sigmoid hidden units at each hidden layer were trained on the 40-dimensional log-mel filterbank features with the deltas and delta-deltas. The DNN training was done by mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent with an initial learning rate of 0.008 and a minibatch size of 256. The default initial learning rate of 0.008 was used in the first training stage. The time context size was 11 frames achieved by concatenating ±5 frames. A trigram language model trained on the target transcriptions of the sentence tasks was used during recognition of the sentence tasks.

### 5. Results and Discussion

We performed several ASR experiments using the speech data described in Section 4.1. Firstly, we explored the impact of the number of retrained layers and initial learning rate on the recognition accuracy in a two-stage training setting. The Word Error Rates (WER) obtained on the CHASING01 test set after having trained models on the normal speech database (Nor. NL) and retrained on EST’s dysarthric speech database (Dys. NL) are presented in Table 1. The lowest WER is marked in bold.

Two recognizers trained on the Nor. NL database and Dys. NL separately provide a baseline WER of 21.3% and 17.3%, respectively. WERs yielded by the recognizers with two-stage training are considerably lower than those of the baseline systems and vary between 11.0%-13.6%. The recognition accuracy is obtained by only retraining the softmax and the last hidden layer with an initial learning rate that is the same as the initial learning rate used in the first stage. The results for different numbers of retrained layers do not follow a pattern, hence, it is difficult to formulate a superior retraining strategy. However, we can conclude that retraining only the softmax layer with a relatively low learning rate results in a reduced recognition accuracy of 13.6% with respect to retraining more layers with the same learning rate or retraining with a higher learning rate. It is important to mention that the amount of in-domain data used in the retraining stage will have an impact on the choice of the number of retrained layers.

In Table 2, we present a similar set of results by varying the content of data used in the initial training phase. Speech from a related Dutch language variety, Flemish, was used. Background models were trained on both the Northern and Flemish varieties of Dutch (Nor. NL+FL) instead of the Northern variety only, as was done in the previous paragraph. The goal of these experiments was to investigate the impact of adding speech from a related language variety to the training procedure on the modeling accuracy of the final models tuned on the Dys. NL data. The best recognition accuracy was provided by the system obtained with retraining of the softmax layer with a relatively high initial learning rate. That system has a WER of 11.3% which is comparable with, but not better than the previous best performing system presented in Table 1. Using in-domain speech data for training, the performance gain reported in previous experiments [24] cannot be obtained in this scenario.

Finally, the impact of retraining the background acoustic model on the EST Dysarthric data (Dys. NL) and speech data from Dutch elderly (Eld. NL) is shown in Table 3. The presented WER results vary between 13.9%-15.5% for different training parameters. From these results, it can clearly be seen that the performance of the final acoustic models deteriorate when elderly speech is used for retraining in all scenarios. The impact of the mismatch between the elderly and dysarthric elderly speech, e.g., reduced speaking rate and articulation skills, appears to be more salient than the increase in the amount of retraining data on the recognition accuracy.

To summarize, we can conclude that using in-domain data in the described two-stage training scheme improves the recognition performance significantly whereas merging different speech types in a single-stage training scheme provides only minor improvements [31]. Adding relevant types of data, i.e., the Flemish Dutch variety during background model training and using elderly speech data for retraining, does not improve the recognition accuracy of the final models.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper, we applied a multi-stage DNN training scheme to obtain robust acoustic models in the framework of a serious game to be used as an individualized speech therapy tool. These models are applied to Dutch dysarthric speech, which is...
more challenging to recognize than normal speech due to its increased variation. The data recently collected through the game could be used for testing, while the dysarthric data already available from the EST database were used for training. The applied multi-stage training approach aims to learn a background model trained on more general data in the initial stage. That model was then retrained on in-domain data in the second stage to get a domain-specific model.

We performed several ASR experiments by varying two training parameters, namely the number of retrained layers and the initial learning rate used in the second stage. The results have shown that this kind of training provides large improvements in recognition accuracy compared to baseline systems. The recognition results suggest that adding normal speech data from a related language variety for back-transformation helps to bring improvement compared to a recognizer trained on more general data in the initial stage. That model was then retrained on in-domain data in the second stage to get a domain-specific model.

Table 3: Word error rates in % obtained on the test set for different number of retrained layers (# of Retr. Lay.) and retraining initial learning rate (Retr. Init. LR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Retraining</th>
<th># of Retr. Lay.</th>
<th>Retr. Init. LR</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>softmax</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nor. NL</td>
<td>Dys.+Eld. NL</td>
<td>softmax</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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